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The film earned ₱ 15,975,869 million on its opening day in cinemas,
setting several box office records in Philippine cinemas. After the

weekend, the film grossed ₱ 19,160,003 million, giving it ₱ 27,019,003
million overall in its first week, with the highest opening weekend record
by all films in Philippine cinemas at that time. In its first four days, the
film grossed ₱ 27,663,879 million, with the highest opening weekend

record by all films at that time. It is the second highest-grossing Filipino
film of all-time, grossing ₱ 53,867,633 million, just behind its 1986 film
predecessor, The Return of the Dragon. [4] Yamato Video presented its

partnership with Japan Anime Company, official sister company of Warner
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Japan, to release in early 2020, all the first series of Lupin III: The Mystery
of Mamo Niji no Hibi (Lupin III: The Mystery of Mamo's Words). Continued
Yamato Video and Warner Japan announce an exclusive partnership to

publish the next release in the Italian television series of Lupin III, known
in Italy with title: Lupin III: La cospirazione dei Fuma. Continued Kodansha

Comics, the American company that presents with the Bertuccis the
following series Lupin III: La cospirazione dei Fuma, announced plans of

publishing the first in the western world anthology of the character: Lupin
III, on volume 1, the title Lupin III: The Official Illustrated Story on
September 26th 2020. Continued In lupin III celebrated its 20th

anniversary in 2019. The English speaking community of "lupin-III.org"
(www.lupin-iii.org), at the initiative of Jean Roy-Leonetti, created a poll to
discover the Italian fans preferences about the best actor of Lupin III. The

winner is Sergio Rossi, with 41.6% of the votes! Continued

In The Lupin III: La Cospirazione Dei Fuma

to avoid leaving the production time-limit for the film, tsuka had to push
the animation along and had to produce the film by himself. the ending

animation was done from scratch by yamato video and was the first work
by yamato v after being bought by wired japan in december 20202. the
lupin iii: la cospirazione dei fuma was released on august 5 20303 and
was the first in a new series of films which are released on dvd and blu

ray. this series of films is known as "the works" and is produced by
yamato video. the works are made to be as close to the original manga as
possible, the title is taken from the manga page and the script is made to
follow the original manga. the works are made without tms support and
yamato video is the official production company. only the voice acting is
kept from the original film, the music is chosen by the anime staff and is
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made to fit the mood of the film. the animation is at the same level as the
original anime, with the characters having their own facial expressions

and the camera angles are shot by the same crew as the original anime.
the story is about the return of the crew of the spaceship ladybug and

their return to the future after 40 years. the crew finds a small planet with
a different society and while they are trying to start a conversation with
the residents, they discover that the planet has been invaded. the crew
try to inform the authorities about the invasion and are defeated by the

invaders. at the end, they manage to escape and the captain of the
spaceship passes the message about the invasion to the future.
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